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Gov. Wolf makes the grade
S
ince his first day in office, Gov.
Tom Wolf has made public education his number one priority.
The governor has restored nearly $1
billion in state funding cuts to schools
and worked with lawmakers from both
parties to enact a fair school funding formula.
He has taken steps to scale back the
amount of time students spend on highstakes tests like the PSSAs. He understands what we know – that less time
spent on testing means more time in the
classroom teaching and learning.
Gov. Wolf has worked with lawmakers from both parties to put more resources into career and technical
education so that our students are prepared for the jobs of tomorrow.
And he has stood up for us and our
right to come together and speak out for
our students and each other.
I’ve been fortunate to have a front
row seat to Tom Wolf’s first term as
governor, but PSEA members like you
are the ones who really see the direct
impact of having a pro-public education

E D U C A T I O N

“

Email Dolores McCracken:
dmccracken@psea.org

Gov. Wolf made education a priority. He’s restored the
billion-dollar budget cuts from the previous administration.
That money comes directly back into our schools.

It allows us to bring librarians back, to
make sure we have music and the arts

in our classrooms, and kids totally benefit from that. By being
able to take part in the arts, it makes them better at math, it
makes them better at English — and we all need that.”

F O R
V O I C E
T H E
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governor.
So, I thought I
would share a few
testimonials from
the educators, specialists, and support professionals
who believe Gov.
Wolf is making
the grade on public education.
When you
head to the polls
on Nov. 6, I hope
you will join me
in voting for propublic education
candidates up and
down the ballot,
including Gov.
Wolf.
And let your
family and friends
know about the champions of public education where they live. Find personalized pro-public education ballots at
www.schoolhouseballot.com.

Jimbo Lamb, Annville-Cleona EA

Jobs at PSEA For a list of all PSEA job vacancies, visit www.psea.org/jobs
N O V E M B E R
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on public education

“

I support Gov. Tom Wolf because he protected our
pensions, and I know if he continues in a second term,

he will continue to protect
our pensions.

I know that other candidates in the running want to tear
our pensions apart, tear them into shreds, and we do
not want that.”
Dee Scales, Woodland Hills ESP

“

There are 1 billion reasons why we need to re-elect Gov.
Wolf. He restored the Corbett cuts. We have $1 billion more
for public education. We have job security.

Gov. Wolf is the goalie; he’s
able to stop bad legislation
from becoming law.

And he believes in public education. He knows the
power of education. So, we need to re-elect him.”
Kevin Deely, Easton Area EA

our children have spent
far too much time testing

T H E
V O I C E

“

Gov. Wolf understands that

F O R

— and he’s worked hard and will continue to work hard to
ensure they spend more time in the classroom learning
rather than filling in bubbles on a test.”

N O V E M B E R
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Korri Brown, Kennett EA
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Support pro-public education candidates

f U.S. Sen. Bob Casey Jr. had his
way, there would be different leadership at the U.S. Department of Education.

I

efforts to undermine and privatize public schools,’’ Casey said. “Ms. DeVos
would take public education in our nation backward and make it harder for

U.S. Sen. Bob Casey Jr. speaks to PSEA members at the House of Delegates in
Pittsburgh in May.

Pennsylvania’s senior senator voted
“no’’ on the confirmation of Betsy
DeVos as U.S. education secretary last
year, a decision he based on information he gleaned while sitting in her confirmation hearings as a member of the
Senate’s Health, Education, Labor, and
Pensions Committee.
“Ms. DeVos has no experience in
public education, and education work
she has done is centered upon pursuing

confirmation are just one example of
his many pro-public education positions. He also has been a tireless supporter of unions and working families.
For those reasons, PSEA-PACE
recommends Casey for re-election.
“Sen. Casey has been a champion
for educators and working families,’’
said PSEA Vice President Rich Askey.
“His positions on many issues mirror
the interests of PSEA members, and it
is crucial that Pennsylvania continues
to have his voice in the United States
Senate. As a member of the Health,
Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee, he is front and center on legislation affecting our members.’’
Although Casey and Gov. Tom
Wolf are the most prominent pro-public education candidates on the ballot
in November, there are many others of
both parties who have received PSEAPACE recommendations for congressional and state
legislative seats.
“It is important to
vote for pro-public education candidates up
and down the ballot,’’
Askey said.
Candidates recommended by PSEAPACE can be found at
www.schoolhouseballot.com.

Sen. Casey has been a
champion for educators
and working families.

public school students in Pennsylvania
to achieve their potential.’’
Casey’s efforts in opposing DeVos’
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PSEA members’ views part of school safety report

any suggestions PSEA
members made are reflected in
a report issued by the Pennsylvania School Safety Task Force.
“The fact that elected leaders of both
parties are listening to educators who
work in our schools is good news,’’ said
PSEA President Dolores McCracken, a
member of the task force. “These are the
professionals who best understand how our schools
work and are best positioned to identify proactive
steps we can take to stop the
unthinkable before it happens.’’
The task force, which
was formed by Gov. Tom
Wolf following last February’s shootings at a high
school in Parkland, Florida,
included educators, parents, students,
certified school nurses and other health
care professionals, government officials,
law enforcement and public safety officials, and community members.
It held several public hearings across
the state before issuing its report in August.
In addition to serving on the task

M

force, McCracken also testified before
the House Education Committee last
spring and presented “Safe Havens of
Learning: PSEA policy recommendations to enhance safety in PA schools.’’
The recommendations, which are
based on the suggestions of 1,000 PSEA
members, can be viewed at
www.psea.org/schoolsafety. Many are

The fact that elected
leaders of both parties
are listening to educators
who work in our schools
is good news.
part of the findings put
forth by the statewide task
force.
One concrete step that
has already been taken is
bipartisan legislation signed
by Wolf that features $60
million in school safety
grants for various programs

designed to meet specific, local needs.
It also includes the Safe2Say initiative in
which educators, students, and community members can report threats of violence or bullying in a safe and
anonymous way.
“We’ve made a tremendous amount
of progress in a short period of time,’’
McCracken said. “But we have much
more to do, and the task force’s recommendations provide a roadmap.’’
She noted that what she heard
from those attending the task force’s
six public meetings reflected much
of what PSEA members have been
saying.
“There is no one-size-fits-all approach to improving school safety,’’
McCracken said. “We need to consider everything from school
wellness to the security of
school buildings to partnerships with community
leaders and law enforcement. Every school district in Pennsylvania must
have the resources it needs
to hire staff and identify its
specific, local needs.’’

T H E
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F O R
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Key findings of the Pennsylvania School Safety Task Force

8

• Improve communication and information
sharing
• Enhance social and emotional learning
for students
• Increase the number of physical and
mental health professionals in schools
• Increase access to mental health services
• Strengthen school security

• Build connections to the community
• Integrate law enforcement and school
resource officers
• Provide actionable guidance and
information to help schools
determine priorities
• Increase school funding
• Utilize training

Go to www.psea.org/schoolsafety for more information.
N O V E M B E R
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Students gaining more graduation options

hanks in large part to PSEA
members’ advocacy, a bill giving
high school seniors more options
to fulfill graduation requirements may soon become law.
As this issue
of Voice went to press,
the state House had
just approved Senate
Bill 1095, and it was
under consideration
in the Senate. The bill would
allow students who do not
score proficient on the Keystone
exams to demonstrate their readiness to
graduate through alternative routes.
Gov. Tom Wolf supports the legislation,
which was sponsored by Sen. Tom Mc-

T

Garrigle, R-Chester/Delaware.
PSEA members have voiced strong
support for the new graduation options
throughout the legislative process,
sending nearly 4,000 emails
to lawmakers, and McGarrigle has said passage “would have been
impossible without
PSEA’s advocacy and
support.’’
PSEA Vice President
Rich Askey praised McGarrigle,
other legislators who supported the
bill, and Wolf.
“Standardized tests aren’t the only
ways to measure students’ abilities,’’
Askey said. “Students’ academic
records reflect outstanding and unique

accomplishments that shouldn’t be ignored.’’
The new graduation options would
take effect when the delay in using the
Keystone exams as graduation requirements expires, which under the bill
would take place during the 2021-22
school year.
It comes on the heels of legislation
passed by the Legislature last year, and
supported by PSEA, to allow career and
technical education students to demonstrate their competency to graduate
through their grades, alternative assessments, and industry-based certifications.
Visit www.psea.org/gradoptions to
learn more about Senate Bill 1095’s
proposed new graduation options.
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VOICE: When you took office four years ago, public education was reeling from nearly $1 billion in state funding cuts,
resulting in increased class sizes, cuts to school staff, and reduced services to students. How important was it to restore
those funding cuts? Why was this such an important priority
for you? How did you secure the funding increases necessary
to reverse these cuts?

E D U C A T I O N
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WOLF: I took office after my predecessor had cut $1 billion
from our schools, resulting in mass teacher layoffs, cuts to
important programs like pre-kindergarten, and larger class
sizes. When I took office, my top priority was investing in
our education system to ensure that students were getting the
education they deserved. I’m proud to say I have fully restored the $1 billion in education cuts and expanded career
and technical education.
After fully restoring the $1 billion cut to education, we
are now working to invest even more dollars in our classrooms. The most recent budget builds on prior-year increases
in education funding to provide an additional $313.5 million,
which will be invested in Pre-K and Head Start, basic educa-

T H E

our years ago, public schools and students were reeling
from nearly $1 billion in public school funding cuts.
Classroom sizes were significantly increasing, educators
were being furloughed, class offerings were being reduced,
students were losing extracurricular activities, valuable learning time was being lost to the crush of standardized testing.
As if what was happening in schools wasn’t bad enough,
the hard-earned pensions of school and state employees were
under assault.
Tom Wolf ran for governor opposing those bad policies,
instead proposing to invest in public education and find ways
to reduce testing and preserve pensions. Upon taking office,
he went to work.
“Gov. Wolf has done a remarkable job in restoring funding cuts and in putting public education on a positive, forward-looking path,’’ said PSEA President Dolores
McCracken. “What a turnaround from four years ago. It is
imperative that he gets four more years to build on his impressive record.’’
Wolf discussed the past four years and his vision for a
second term with Voice:

11
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tion, career and technical education, and higher education,
among other areas.
By investing in education, we have increased the number
of children attending pre-kindergarten by nearly 50 percent,
increased the number of students in career and technical education programs by 32 percent, and increased the high school
graduation rate to nearly 90 percent. These are the positive results we can expect to see when we invest in education, and I
am committed
to building on
this progress.

12

schools, with our most vulnerable students hit the hardest.
While the formula is not the final solution to the challenges in
our schools, it does make significant progress toward bettering our education system.

VOICE: The Every Student Succeeds Act gave the state a
great opportunity to reshape how Pennsylvania thinks about
assessment, accountability, and supports for students and educators. Your administration was very
committed to include stakeholders
– the people who
actually teach and
serve kids every
day – in the development of Pennsylvania’s ESSA plan.
In fact, you included PSEA staff and members on a statewide task force to
develop that plan. How important is it to include stakeholders, like PSEA members, in the formation of education policy? How does Pennsylvania’s ESSA plan open new
possibilities for assessment, accountability, and student supports?

The overtesting of our students has led
to a number of significant challenges,
perhaps none more so than the limits
it places on educators.

VOICE: Another important
development
related to
funding was
the creation of
a fair funding formula that, over time, will ensure that every
school district and every student will receive the amount of
state funding necessary to provide every student with the
power of a great education. Can you talk about how important
this new state formula is to the goal of fairly funding public
education?
WOLF: The fair funding formula takes the politics out of education funding once and for all, and ensures that all students
have access to a quality education, regardless of their ZIP
code. Pennsylvania had been one of the only states without a
fair funding formula, and the result was massive inequities in

N O V E M B E R
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WOLF: ESSA is a huge step for Pennsylvania in ensuring
that all students have access to an equitable, high-quality,
well-rounded education. By providing critical resources to
schools and a flexible framework, teachers and students can
work toward eliminating achievement gaps while increasing

student growth and school accountability. In developing the
plan, it was important to me to have input from all key stakeholders, and that’s why I assembled four workgroups composed of teachers, charter school and district level
administrators, advocates, civil rights leaders, former policymakers from both parties, and others.
In order for a plan like this to be successful, it must be
formed with the input of those who have the most experience
with the issue, such as PSEA members.

VOICE: PSEA members have long said that they spend too
much time testing kids and that too much testing gets in the
way of teaching. Your administration has reduced the time
students in grades three through eight spend on state tests by
20 percent, and has reduced the time they spend on the math,
English language arts, and science sections of the PSSAs by
25 percent. How do you view standardized testing and the
role it plays in public education? How important is it to find
the right balance between testing and teaching?

WOLF: The overtesting of our students has led to a number
of significant challenges, perhaps none more so than the limits it places on educators. I respect and trust Pennsylvania’s
educators to know the best ways to reach their students and to
adapt to students’ learning differences. In addition to limiting
a teacher’s ability to teach, overtesting leads to a neglect of
subjects like art and music, penalizes kids who think differently, creates an unhealthy environment for many students
who are prone to anxiety and, in its current form, offers little
to no useful feedback.

Pennsylvania is required to maintain standardized testing
for federal accountability purposes. However, I am committed to doing everything in my power to create more autonomy
for educators and a healthier learning environment for students.

VOICE: Keeping Pennsylvania’s schools and students safe is
a priority, and it’s certainly a priority for PSEA members,
who shared nearly 1,000 specific school safety suggestions
with you and lawmakers. You pushed for a comprehensive
school safety bill that includes $60 million in school safety
grants and signed that bill into law as Act 44 of 2018. How
important was PSEA members’ input in developing this new
law? How do you see these school safety grants making our
schools safer? How does the flexibility in the use of these
grants help schools to address their own unique, local school
safety challenges?

WOLF: My administration reviewed those 1,000 suggestions
and took them to heart. They helped shape the direction of
our policy, particularly related to our efforts to prevent school
tragedies before they occur. This is an excellent example of
your power as educators to make the world a better place.
Your thoughts, suggestions, and anecdotes made a tangible
difference on matters of policy – and I believe they will help
save lives.
Our children deserve to go to schools that are safe, and
parents should have confidence that their kids will be protected when they go to class each morning. That’s why I created a School Safety Task Force to ensure we are doing

T H E
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everything we can to make sure that our schools are safe
places for our children to learn. It was especially important
for me to include the input of PSEA members in this task
force because you are the ones who are in the classrooms
every day and have the expertise necessary to understand
what is best for our children.
The 2018-19 budget builds on our commitment to making
our schools safer by increasing funding for school safety
measures, community safety measures, the Safe Schools Initiative, and “It’s on Us PA.” Because each school is vastly
different, there is flexibility for the use of the grants to ensure
that we are doing what is best and most effective for each
school.

VOICE: One of your key initiatives in this budget year is a
new program aimed at connecting students in vocationaltechnical schools to good-paying jobs. In fact, you pushed for
a historic increase in vocational-technical
school funding
that will go a
long way to
making Pennsylvania career
and technical
education programs even
stronger. Why
is it so important to invest in
these programs? How does this emphasis on career and technical education programs reflect the changing nature of our
state’s workforce and job market? How do career and technical education teachers contribute to this?

way to help Pennsylvania businesses grow – and attract new
businesses to our commonwealth. It’s also the single best
thing we can do to help more of our people find better jobs –
not just tomorrow, but today.

VOICE: You signed legislation making school districts’ subcontracting of jobs more transparent and giving workers more
protections against subcontracting. Your thoughts on this
issue?

WOLF: As a result of this legislation, school districts must
now provide a public review, identify costs, and hold a public
hearing prior to the subcontracting of services or positions.
This is important to me as someone who cares deeply about
openness, accountability, and transparency in government. It
is also far more fair to dedicated support professionals who
do remarkable work to make our schools run and keep our
students safe
and whole.
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It is essential that we preserve hardworking state and school employees’
paths to retirement and make sure they
receive the pensions they deserve
while ensuring that our state pension
system is stable and sustainable.

14

WOLF: I know that investing in workforce development has
wide-ranging positive effects for Pennsylvania’s economy
and families. That’s why I have made significant investments
in career and technical education to help make Pennsylvania a
better place to learn, a better place to work, and a better place
to do business. My PASmart initiative makes significant investments in computer science and STEM education programs, apprenticeships, and industry partnerships.
The work that career and technical education teachers do
ensures that more students are on a path toward high-wage,
family-sustaining jobs. Developing a workforce that can compete and win in the 21st-century economy is the single best

Join the conversation

VOICE: For
years, some
elected officials wanted to
gut the pension
systems that
provide a secure retirement
for state and
school employees. You stood
up and opposed these bad plans from the beginning, and succeeded in negotiating a new pension law that protects the
pension systems and ensures that state and school employees
will get the pensions that they have earned and paid for. Why
were you so committed to protecting the pensions of working
people?
WOLF: It is essential that we preserve hardworking state and
school employees’ paths to retirement and make sure they receive the pensions they deserve while ensuring that our state
pension system is stable and sustainable. In 2017, I signed bipartisan, comprehensive state pension reform into law that
slashes Wall Street fees, lowers costs, drastically reduces risk
to taxpayers, and pays down our debt.

Stay current on education news. Share what’s going on in your schools. Discuss professional issues, and weigh in on the latest state policy debates. Join the conversation.
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Public Education: Gov. Wolf’s Number One Priority
Since his first day as governor, Tom Wolf has made public education
his top priority.

Gov. Wolf has restored the $1 billion in school
funding cuts he inherited when he took office.

Gov. Wolf’s School Funding Increases Make a Difference
Across Pennsylvania, public school students have seen the impact of these funding
increases. In addition to restoring nearly $1 billion in school funding cuts, Gov. Wolf has:

Increased career and
technical education
funding by $10 million.2

Increased funding for

school safety programs

by $60 million.1

.2
Reduced the length of
the PSSA by 20 percent in
grades three through eight.4

Increased the number
of students in career and
technical education programs by 32 percent.3

nt in

g
1

Act 44 of 2018
2

2

Act 1A of 2018
3

3

ght.4

Office of the Governor, Action Plan, Aug. 18, 2018

4

Executive Action of the Governor

4

“Investing in education is what we need to do to have a prosperous
hy
economy, a really good society, a healthy community and a healt
of
commonwealth,” Tom Wolf said. “I invested historic amounts
all
money into education. I made education a better proposition for
the citizens and because of that we have a balanced budget.”
- Citizens Voice Sept. 23, 2018

Governor

Scott Wagner’s Education Record

✗
✗
✗

Voted against every bipartisan budget agreement to invest in public schools
while a state senator.1
Co-sponsored a tuition voucher bill that would siphon $500 million away from
public education.2
Wants to eliminate public pensions3 and collective bargaining rights4 and for
employees to pay more for health care.5

Senate Roll Call Votes, 2016 (SB 1073, SB 2017, HB 218) 2 SB 2, 2017-18 Legislative Session 3 Senate Roll Call Votes,
May 13, 2015 (SB 1) 4 York Daily Record, April 16, 2018 5 Sen. Scott Wagner Tele-town Hall, August 18, 2015

1

Other voices
Media across Pennsylvania are sharing the facts about Scott Wagner’s record.

“Wagner … once said ‘if we laid off 10
percent of the teachers in
Pennsylvania, we’d never miss them.’
He’s also said earlier this
year that he believes that the state spe
nds ‘enough money’ on
public schools.”
- York Dispatch July 20, 2018

“And make no mista
ke: Wagner is no fr
iend of public educat
He’s a vocal suppor
ion.
ter of school choice,
w
hi
ch
would funnel millio
of dollars out of dist
ns
ricts.”
- PennLive July
17, 2018

DISCLAIMER:This content is intended for use by PSEA members and their immediate families. PSEA-PACE supports friends of education
in state and local elections. Contributions to PSEA-PACE are voluntary and members have the right to refuse to contribute without reprisal.
A member may contribute more or less than the suggested amount, or not contribute, without it affecting his or her membership status,
rights, or benefits in NEA, PSEA or any of PSEA’s affiliates.
Contributions to PSEA-PACE are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal or state income tax purposes. Only U.S. citizens or
lawful permanent residents may contribute to PACE. No dues dollars may be given directly to candidates, elected officials or campaign
committees.
PAID FOR BY PSEA.

This story is part of a regular series, “Learning Lessons: Great ideas, Great schools,’’ that features educators who are doing great things
or conducting great programs in Pennsylvania’s public schools. For other stories in the series go to www.psea.org/learninglessons.
he Welsh immigrants who toiled in the mines of the famous Peach Bottom Slate Ridge would be proud of a
group of middle school students and two science teach-

T
ers.

slate shingles were produced.
It all started as an idea for just a single song. But Daryman’s
students’ research was so detailed and extensive that they gave
Wagner enough material for a nine-song album.
“King of the Quarry’’ – also the name of one of the tracks –
is now being marketed
commercially. The cover
background behind Wagner is both an American
flag and a flag of Wales –
a tribute to many of the
miners’ Welsh heritage.
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The heritage and history of mining the ridge – running from
southcentral Pennsylvania to northern Maryland – from the
mid-18th to early 20th
centuries have been captured in music and
videos through a remarkable project involv‘Songs just
ing teachers and
kept coming’
students in different
Wagner’s music
school districts.
about coal mining and
The featured artist
Pennsylvania heritage
on the “King of the
gained a fan in Daryman
Quarry’’ album is veton YouTube about 10
eran Pennsylvania
years ago.
folksinger and songTeacher and folk singer Van Wagner works with students in the South
Last December, adwriter Van Wagner, who
Eastern School District.
mittedly thinking outside
has a day job as a high
the box a bit, Daryman
school environmental sciapproached Wagner about possibly working with his students
ences teacher in the Lewisburg Area School District, Union
on a song about the slate mining history in Delta.
County.
“The Peach Bottom Ridge produced some of the best slate
The co-writers and researchers are 15 middle school stuin the world for roof shingles,’’ he said. “There were other kinds
dents under the tutelage of Jason Daryman, a science teacher in
of slate, but Peach Bottom slate had longevity characteristics,
the South Eastern School District, York County. It is also home
like durability and keeping its color. There are still shingles
to the town of Delta, once the mecca of the Peach Bottom Slate
around that are 150 to 200 years old.’’
Ridge, and where what were once considered the world’s finest

19

Daryman didn’t know Wagner personally at the time, but as
a fan of his music and knowing he was a teacher, he thought the
idea might appeal to him.
He was right.
“He was really into it, particularly after I mentioned that
many of the miners were Welsh immigrants,’’ Daryman said. “It
turned out he is Welsh on his mother’s side.’’
A Skype meeting was arranged between the two teachers
and a group of 15 South Eastern Middle School students who
were assembled for the project. From there, the students started
researching slate mining in the Delta area – what it was like to
be a slate worker, daily life, the types of tools that were used,
and other interesting aspects of the period from about 1740 to
the World War I era.
The research the students did over a relatively short period
in January and February blew both teachers away. Wagner
quickly realized he had more than a song; he had an album.
“I told Jason upfront that songs either come or they don’t.
I’m willing to try, but no promises,’’ Wagner said. “But once the
students started feeding me the research, it was just a matter of
picking up the banjo and guitar... the songs just kept coming and
coming.’’
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A shot in the dark

20

The research into Peach Bottom slate had obvious ties and
solid lessons for the students’ science studies. But they also
learned something about songwriting and producing.
Wagner worked back and forth with the students through
Skype. He would send them a draft of a song, and they would
provide feedback and fact-checking for him.
Wagner has a home studio, and he used Skype to show the
students how a song can be arranged and how different instruments can be mixed in.
“Suddenly, what do you know? The songs were out on Spotify and iTunes, and on sale on Amazon,’’ Daryman said.
The students also shot video as part of the project, including
footage for a video accompanying the “King of the Quarry’’ title
song, which Daryman said is the students’ favorite cut.
“The students decided they wanted it to be a Van Wagner
album under his copyright,’’ Daryman said. “He finished the
project. The kids were fine just getting credit for their work.’’
And it was far more than a science class lesson.
“Yes, you could say it was cross-curricular,’’ Daryman said.

n
4

Tip Sheet

Jason Daryman and Van Wagner provide advice.

• Make connections. Always look to build new
relationships and make connections. Van and my
students worked closely on this project even though
we were a two-hour drive apart.

• Empower students. Empower the students so they
can take on the role of teacher. Jason’s students
taught me about Pennsylvania slate mining history.

• Work together. Embrace ways to cooperate with
educators in other school districts. Our collective resources are far more powerful when we work together.
“I was just trying to think outside of the box, and I got lucky. I
sent an email to Van Wagner shooting in the dark.’’

A teacher first

Although “King of the Quarry’’ turned out to be in Wagner’s
musical wheelhouse, this was far more than a music project to
the teacher by day. It’s also kind of what he does in his own
classroom.
“Occasionally, music overlaps with the classroom, depending on the studies,’’ Wagner said. “I take students on a field trip
to a coal mine every year, and when we are underground I pull
out the guitar and sing songs about coal mining.’’
He is proud of the project, and effusive in his praise of Daryman and his students. Wagner appeared in the Delta community
to perform the songs live this past spring, and Daryman returned
the favor by attending the Danville Heritage Festival in July to
discuss slate mining.
But despite his love of music and success in getting his work
distributed commercially – he has appeared on Country Music
Television and the History Channel – Wagner has no plans to
give up his day job.
“My passion is education. Teaching is what I do first and
foremost,’’ he said. “I’ve done some neat things with my music,
but at the end of the day … what we teachers do day in and day
out is a far more exciting avenue for my efforts.’’

See it for yourself!

Watch this program in action at

www.psea.org/LearningLessons

Got a story? If you know about a program that would
make a good feature for “Learning Lessons: Great ideas,
Great schools,’’ please email John Troutman at
jtroutman@psea.org.
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Retired member honored by former student
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We all know there are many good things going on in our public schools. Teachers and support professionals are doing wonderful
things, both in schools and in the community. Please pass along items to Voice Editor John Troutman at jtroutman@psea.org.
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Tell Voice about it
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proximately six times more likely to attend college than those with no account.
Lazar is aware of these studies. To
continue her favorite teacher’s legacy,
she is working with her partner, Ron, to
institute a similar program in schools.
As residents of Austin, Texas, they
have persuaded a local
private school to institute
a semester-long enrichment course on finance.
Along with learning about
the miracle of compounding interest and how to
save to become a millionaire, one of the weekly
classes called “The Mrs.
Piccone Lesson,” included
a trip to a nearby credit
union to open up savings
accounts in each student’s
name. They deposited
whatever they could, and
the bank added $5 to their
accounts to get them
started. Ultimately, Joan
and Ron hope to have the
finance course recorded
and posted as a series of
YouTube videos to extend
the reach to more children.
Lazar isn’t alone in reconnecting
with her favorite teacher. Many of Piccone’s students keep in touch with her.
They keep her apprised of their successes, share pictures of their homes, and
even take their children to visit her.
Piccone enjoys her retired life in
Florida with her husband and has never
forgotten a student’s name. She is “so
touched” by the tributes her students
have paid her.
“I can’t tell you how it makes me feel
to be honored this way,” Piccone said.

T H E

orma Piccone was taken aback
“I enlisted the help of parents to help
when she received a phone call
back the store,” Piccone said. “I told
from a former student some 53
them they would see a return on their
years after teaching her.
money, and they actually saw a substanJoan Lazar (“Joanie” to Piccone)
tial profit. Later, parents would come to
reached out to talk to her former firstme with more money to invest.”
grade teacher from Sabold Elementary in
Laughing, she added, “I told them
the Springfield School
District, Delaware
County, to tell her about
the impact she had on
her life and to share
what she is doing to
honor her.
Piccone, a member
of PSEA-Retired
/Delaware/Philadelphia,
taught for 35 years and
introduced her firstgraders to money management. At the
beginning of the school
year, she walked her students across the street to
the bank and opened a
savings account for each
one of them, making
sure they all received a
passbook.
“Every Friday, we
Norma Piccone’s students head to the bank.
went to the bank and
added $1 to our accounts and watched
that this was not a money-making busithem grow with interest throughout the
ness but a learning lesson for their chilyear,” Lazar said.
dren. We later used some of the profits to
Piccone didn’t stop there. After her
print a small book about it.”
students’ accounts grew, she instructed
Piccone was ahead of her time. Acthem to open a school store. They sold
cording to studies completed at the Cenitems such as pencils, erasers, and
ter for Social Development at the Brown
Cracker Jacks.
School at Washington University in St.
“It gets better,” Lazar said. “She had
Louis in 2011, there is a connection beus sell shares of stock in our business. I
tween assets and college enrollment and
was six years old with a savings account, completion. CSD researchers found that
running a business, and selling stock.”
among youth who expected to graduate
This was truly a money management from a four-year college, those with a
program for first-graders.
savings account in their name were ap-
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Carlisle teacher receives Fulbright grant

Carlisle teacher is studying internationally this year after receiving a Fulbright Teachers for
Global Classrooms grant.
Ellie Park, a high school English
and AP research teacher in the Carlisle
Area School District, Cumberland
County, was one of 76 educators out of
700 applicants selected for the prestigious Fulbright award.
“The global program is to encourage teachers to globalize their classrooms by connecting and interacting
with classrooms around the world,’’
said Park, who is also president of the
Carlisle Area Education Association.
Park is taking a 10-week online
graduate-level course this fall through
the Fulbright program. In the spring she
will spend two to three weeks in a notyet-determined country, where she will

A

work with teachers in that country to
help teach, plan lessons, and observe
the classroom environment.
When she returns from her international trip, she will prepare a report for
Fulbright on a project she will do to incorporate more globalization into her
school and community.
Park, who is in her eighth year of
teaching, started her career working
with migrant children, and that inspired
her to pursue the Fulbright global
teaching grant.
“I am really honored. The process is
highly selective, and I’m a young
teacher,’’ Park said. “I’m eager to get
to meet educators in other countries
and to get to learn from them and their
standard practices. In the long term, I
would like to develop relationships
with the host teachers and school with

Ellie Park

which I’ll be partnered so that we can
work together across international lines
to help all of our students.’’

2018-19 PSEA Professional Learning
W E B I N A R S E R I E S

EA PRO
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PSEA members can earn Act 48 credits by participating in the following webinars.

www.psea.org/act48webinars
For more information and to register, visit

ARNING
LE

SSIONAL
FE

Nov. 13, 2018, 5-6 p.m.

March 11, 2019, 5-6 p.m.

Certification, Evaluation, Tenure, and Act 48 for
Educators in PA

Equity Audits: What are they and how can they be
used to create more equitable and excellent schools?

Behavior and Students with Disabilities

Jan. 14, 2019, 5-6 p.m.

Feb. 11, 2019, 5-6 p.m.

Career Portfolios: Productively Contributing to your
School’s Future Ready PA Index

Universal Design for Learning

April 8, 2019, 5-6 p.m.

May 13, 2019, 5-6 p.m.

Supporting Students with Allergies: Requirements
and Best Practices

Summer STEAM camp lures students

G

nator, said students studied such subjects as robotics, 3D printing, engineering, and electrical circuitry. They also
learned about potential careers in the
STEAM fields – science, technology,
engineering, arts, and math.
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Students work on projects during a
summer camp on STEAM subjects.

Four faculty members from the elementary, middle, and high school levels
served as instructors.
“We were pleasantly surprised by
the overwhelming response we got,’’
Butz said. “We also had great feedback
from parents during and after the
camp.’’
Weaber noted that representatives
of Neffs National Bank spent a couple
days at the camp observing, and he and
Butz are hoping to get funding to continue and expand the camp in future
summers.
This year the camp, which was free
to students, was offered to students entering third through sixth grades during
the 2018-19 school year.
“We are hoping to also include
middle school students in the future,’’
Weaber said. “That was something
many of the parents expressed interest
in.’’

T H E

oing to school for two weeks in
the summer might not appeal to
some students, but elementary
pupils in the Northern Lehigh School
District jumped at the opportunity.
Tim Weaber and Jennifer Butz, elementary teachers in the district that
spans Lehigh and Northampton counties, had a goal of 50 students for their
STEAM Camp 2018 when they put
out a notice last spring.
Within 15 minutes, they had 57
kids sign up for the camp that was
held the last two weeks of June.
“If we had kept enrollment open
we would have had even more,’’ said
Weaber, who is also Northern Lehigh
EA president.
Weaber played a key role in a twoyear effort to get a $20,000 Educational Improvement Tax Credit grant
through locally based Neffs National
Bank.
Butz, who served as camp coordi-
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Celebrating Excellence nominations

Excellence abounds in Pennsylvania’s public schools.
Not only do educators work tirelessly to provide creative
and innovative classroom methods and after-school programs
to their students and their schools, but other people and organizations in the community also make monumental contributions to public schools and the community at-large.
PSEA’s Celebrating Excellence Awards provide an opportunity to acknowledge these dedicated and diverse people
and organizations for advancing human and civil rights and
standing up for public schools.
Honor an individual or group with a nomination for a PSEA
Human and Civil Rights Award. Categories include: Student
Leader, Educational Leader, Community Leader (individual or
organization), and Local Association/Region.
PSEA members may know someone who impacts public
education on a statewide level and is deserving of the Association’s prestigious Adler Friend of Education Award. Past
recipients include children’s television legend Fred Rogers, U.S. Sen. Bob Casey Jr., and Teresa Heinz Kerry.
Award winners will be honored on Thursday, May 16 at the Celebrating Excellence Awards Dinner at the PSEA
House of Delegates in Philadelphia.

Visit www.psea.org/celebratingexcellence to learn more about last year’s winners, print a
nomination form, or submit your nomination online. The nomination deadline is Dec. 31.

P

Leaders to be elected at PSEA May House
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Teachers in the Parks can help bridge the summer learning gap for your students.
Learn more at www.teachersintheparks.com.

V O I C E

Bridge the summer learning gap

T H E

ursuant to the PSEA Policy Manual, prior to the Decemtations for hospitality may be circulated among members durber PSEA House of Delegates, notice of the offices to be
ing the final business session of the December 2018 PSEA
elected at the next annual meeting shall be published in
House of Delegates.
Voice and the online version of Voice.
The following positions will be elected at the
Prior to adjournment of the December
May 2019 PSEA House of Delegates:
2018 PSEA House of Delegates, the president will announce the names of members
President (Two-year term) One Position
who submit a Statement of Intent to be a
Vice President (Two-year term) One Position
candidate. Statements must be filed by 8
p.m. on the opening day of the December
Treasurer (Two-year term) One Position
2018 PSEA House of Delegates.
PSEA Pension Plan Director (Three-year term) One Position
Campaigning and distribution of campaign materials may not begin prior to adNEA State Director (Three-year term) Three Positions
journment of the December 2018 PSEA
NEA Alternate State Director (One-year term) Seven Positions
House of Delegates. However, written invi-
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Membership holds steady in wake of Janus
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on’t tell the leaders of the Central
Bucks ESP that a key U.S.
Supreme Court ruling this summer sounded the death knell for public
sector unions.
There are now 91 more ESP members than there were last year at this
time in the Central Bucks School District, Bucks County.
“We got fired up,’’ said Deneen Dry,
Central Bucks ESP president. “We met
with our building reps, we got enrollment cards out, we kept talking up the
union with non-members, we got involved in community activities, we
talked about the importance of the union
and having each other’s backs.’’
Central Bucks is one of the more
striking success stories, but, overall,
PSEA locals have been holding their
own in attracting new members and retaining existing ones since the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled in Janus v. AFSCME that public sector unions could
no longer charge non-members for the

benefits and representation they receive
under collective bargaining agreements.
Net membership in PSEA has decreased only slightly compared to the
deep losses union opponents had hoped
for.
The Janus ruling was disappointing
but not unexpected, and PSEA started
working long before the decision was
handed down in June both to comply
with the ruling, and to persuade nonmembers of the importance of PSEA
membership.
“Some saw this as the end of unions,
but we weren’t about to let the antiunion front groups who financed this
case silence the voices of working families,’’ said PSEA Treasurer Jeff Ney.
“We knew we had a great story to tell
about union membership. We’ve really
gone to work on that front, and it’s paying dividends.’’
Ney praised leaders in local associations such as Central Bucks ESP for
doing the one-on-one work needed to at-

tract new members.
Dry echoed the importance of the
one-on-one approach. In addition to the
conversations she and other officers had
with non-members, she said she dedicated a weekend to personally send an
email to all non-members touting the
benefits of membership and attaching an
enrollment form.
Anticipating a negative ruling last
spring, Dry said the local also took advantage of NEA’s Early Enrollment Period that allows new members who
enroll by June 30 to receive NEA Member Benefits and up to $1 million in educator employment liability coverage
without having to pay dues until Sept. 1.
She said 36 of the 91 new members
signed up through early enrollment.
Dry praised PSEA for getting ahead
of the Janus ruling with training and
other resources to attract new members.
“The support from PSEA has been
amazing,’’ Dry said. “It has helped us to
do what we’ve been able to do.’’

Each year, PSEA awards up to four $1,000 Innovative Teaching Grants that recognize members for their
contributions to innovative instruction and the art of teaching.
To be eligible, projects must be developed by classroom teachers, librarians,
instructional teams, education support professionals, pupil personnel services or
teacher association groups for elementary, secondary, and higher education.
Student PSEA members are also eligible.
The grant applications are due by 5 p.m. on Feb. 1.
PSEA’s Council on Instruction and Professional Development
will recommend winners to the PSEA Board of Directors.
Winners are invited to the May 2019 PSEA House of
Delegates in Philadelphia to receive their awards.

Information and the application form
are available on the PSEA website at
www.psea.org/ITG#Awards-ITG
or by calling 1-800-944-7732, ext. 7008.
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Innovative Teaching Grant applications
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Need member, two to
five years’ experience

PSEA, always striving to deliver quality to, for, and with our
members, seeks an EA member with two to five years’ experience
to serve on the Strategic Planning Oversight Committee.
The Strategic Planning Oversight Committee’s primary responsibilities are to disseminate to members information about the
strategic planning process, and to provide input into setting the Organizational Priorities within the goal areas of quality education and advocacy; compensation and working conditions; and PSEA as an organization. These priorities are extremely
important, because they are the key factors which drive the PSEA budgeting process, and inform decisions about programs
and activities.

The successful applicant will need two days of release time early in 2019. Committee members are reimbursed for travel expenses per PSEA policy. PSEA will reimburse the district for the cost of a substitute if needed.
EA and ESP members from across the state, as well as additional representatives from PSEA-Retired and the Staff Organization, constitute this committee.

PSEA President Dolores McCracken will appoint the member. If interested,
email cjacoby@psea.org by November 10. You will receive a brief application to
complete. PSEA will notify the successful candidate prior to December 15.

Important IRS filing for locals

E D U C A T I O N
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Detailed instructions for local treasurers are
available on PSEA Local Leader Tools
(www.psea.org/leaders) in the Treasurer’s Manual.
For further assistance regarding the filing,
contact Joan Cromer at jcromer@psea.org or
Maria Weik at mweik@psea.org.

T H E

All PSEA locals, regardless of size, must file an annual tax return with the Internal Revenue Service.
Locals must file Form 990, Form 990-EZ, or electronic
Form 990-N each year. Returns are due 4 ½ months after
a local’s fiscal year end – i.e., if the fiscal year ended Aug.
31, the return is due by Jan. 15.
Failure to file a return for three consecutive years will result in an automatic loss of tax-exempt status. Locals will
have to reapply for tax-exempt status, and may have to file
and pay corporate income taxes.
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Erie teacher makes big splash

hen Greg Roberts tried out
teaching after completing four years of
for his high school swim
college with the idea of “a good-paying
team he could barely make it desk job.’’
across the pool. Today, not only does he
While studying for a professional
coach the sport, he just became the
22nd person to swim Lake Erie.
Roberts, 31, a math teacher
and assistant swimming coach at
Erie High School, conquered the
Lake Erie Open Water Swimming
Association’s 24-mile course from
Lake Point, Ontario, to Freeport
Beach in Pennsylvania last July in
14 hours and 50 minutes.
Aside from it being a longtime
personal goal, Roberts swam to
raise money for Erie High School
athletics. Donations are still being
accepted at his GoFundMe link at
www.erieswimming.com.
A self-described “unmotivated,
lazy, and below-average student,’’
Roberts was handing in a paper
one day in a freshman history
Erie teacher Greg Roberts swam Lake
class at nearby Fairview High
Erie in 14 hours and 15 minutes.
School when the teacher and
swim coach, J.R. Jensen, approached him about trying out
for swimming.
Although he couldn’t swim
the length of the pool when he
started, he credits Jensen’s encouragement and support with
rapid improvement and fostering a love of the sport.
Swimming also provided
him with responsibility and
self-discipline that transferred
into the classroom. He became so good
exam after graduating, he got a call
at swimming and his studies that he
from Jensen asking if he’d be interested
went on to swim at the collegiate level
in helping to coach a recreational
at Edinboro University.
league swim team.
And Roberts credits swimming and
“I immediately fell in love with
Jensen for his finding his way into
coaching,’’ Robert said. “It was excit-

PSEA now offers an array of T-shirts, hats, fleeces, polo
and button down shirts with our Association logo.
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ing to watch kids learn.’’
He also started coaching in a program for kids with special needs, and
the thrill of working with and teaching
kids inspired him to go to grad school
to pursue a master’s in education and
his teaching certification.
“Through swimming, I discovered
that I love working with kids,’’ Roberts
said. “I love seeing the ‘ah-ha’ moment
when it all comes together. While what
I love about swimming and coaching
doesn’t translate 100 percent over to
teaching, the underlying values do.’’
His students and members of the
swim team were among the entourage
of family and friends who greeted him
when he emerged onto the banks of
Freeport Beach following his grueling
swim from the Canadian side of Lake
Erie.
Roberts, who spent 11 months training, had to use about $3,000 of his own
money – for registration and insurance
fees, for the association’s boat to monitor and record his swim, and for four
kayak teams to support him along the
way.
The support team provided him
fluids and the occasional banana, but
he was not allowed to touch the boat
and had to tread water during these
times.
“The swim was exhausting to say
the least, but it was definitely more
of a mental challenge,’’ Roberts said.
“About eight miles in I had a bit of a
mental breakdown, and I was crying
into my goggles. But the team kept encouraging me and I pushed through.
“I really wanted to do it to support
athletics because it was athletics that
changed my life.’’

SHOW YOUR PSE A PRI DE
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Williamsport teacher helps save custodian’s life

t has been several years since
kindergarten teacher Pamela Nolan
became certified in CPR, but fortunately for a custodian in her school
she remembered the basics.
Nolan was working late on lesson
plans one evening last April at Hepburn-Lycoming Primary School in the
Williamsport Area School District,
Lycoming County, when custodian
Ann Folly stuck her head in Nolan’s
classroom to say hello.
About 15 minutes later, she heard
another custodian screaming, “Something has happened to Ann.’’
She followed the custodian to another wing of the building, where she
found Folly lying face down in a pool
of blood. (It was later determined she
had a heart attack and hit her head
when she fell.)
Another person called 911, and
the dispatcher asked if anyone knew
CPR. The phone was then handed to
Nolan, who was instructed to roll
Folly over to see if she was breathing.
She wasn’t, and Nolan said she heard
gurgling sounds.
Emergency personnel were dispatched, and in the meantime Nolan
remained on the line with the dispatcher who walked her through the
CPR procedure.

I

“I had never used CPR, and it had
been several years since I was certified, but I remembered the basics,’’
Nolan said.

anyone could relieve her, but there
wasn’t anyone.
“I did chest compressions for 10
minutes, but it seemed a lot longer,’’
Nolan said. “It was very scary.’’
When the emergency personnel
arrived, they took over the CPR
and used an automatic external defibrillator, or AED, to shock Folly.
Paramedics eventually had to perform “rescue breathing’’ by inserting a tube in her trachea. A faint
pulse was detected, and Folly was
rushed to a waiting ambulance and
on to the hospital.
It all turned out well. Folly recovered and visited Nolan to thank
her on the final day of school last
spring.
For her efforts, Nolan received
a Life Saving Award from the Old
Lycoming Township Police Department.
In a story about Nolan’s efforts
in the Williamsport Sun-Gazette,
Police Chief Joseph Hope praised
the
teacher’s actions.
Pamela Nolan receives her Life Saving
“She
played a critical role,’’
Award from Old Lycoming Township Police
Hope
said.
“Her actions saved the
Chief Joseph Hope.
life of a co-worker.’’
Administering CPR can be physically demanding, and the 911 dispatcher asked if

T H E

ESPs honored Nov. 14

V O I C E

Public schools could not operate without bus drivers, cafeteria
workers, classroom aides, paraprofessionals, custodians, building
and grounds employees, secretaries, administrative assistants,
security service personnel, and others education support professionals.
PSEA joins NEA in honoring these dedicated and hardworking professionals on National ESP Day on Nov. 14.
“ESPs are not just instrumental in the daily operation of public schools, they are vital,’’ said PSEA Treasurer Jeff Ney. “Our
ESPs provide transportation, serve meals, assist teachers and administrators, and keep
schools clean and safe. It’s great there is a special day to recognize them. But they are special every day.’’
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PSEA joins NEA in honoring these amazing professionals on National ESP Day on Nov. 14.
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schoolhouseballot.com
All Pennsylvanians
can find Public
School Champions
on Their Ballots.
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At Schoolhouse Ballot, you, your
family, and your friends can find
pro-public education candidates
running for office statewide and
in your community.
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DISCLAIMER:This content is intended for use by PSEA members and their immediate families. PSEA-PACE supports friends of education
in state and local elections. Contributions to PSEA-PACE are voluntary and members have the right to refuse to contribute without reprisal.
A member may contribute more or less than the suggested amount, or not contribute, without it affecting his or her membership status,
rights, or benefits in NEA, PSEA or any of PSEA’s affiliates.
Contributions to PSEA-PACE are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal or state income tax purposes. Only U.S. citizens or
lawful permanent residents may contribute to PACE. No dues dollars may be given directly to candidates, elected officials or campaign
committees.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S COLUMN

PSEA has your back
his month hundreds of PSEA
leaders gathered in Hershey to
attend the Local Presidents/Collective Bargaining Conference. It was
an opportunity for PSEA staff to share
tried and true tactics and strategies, as
well as new developments in collective
bargaining.
January is just around the corner,
and many of your locals will commence bargaining. Securing a good
contract settlement takes time, determination, collaboration, and expertise.
The effort that goes into bargaining is
worth it when a final contract includes
the kinds of salaries, benefits, and protections on the job that every PSEA
member deserves.
PSEA staff are eager to support locals as they work to secure good contracts. Your local leaders are experts on
contract negotiations. And your staff is
second to none at doing the detail-oriented work of crafting salary schedules, health care packages, and other

T

benefits you need to support
your families.
This map shows average
salaries in counties across the
state. And it also shows that we
still have work to do in some
areas to ensure that both starting
and average salaries reflect the
skill and dedication that every
PSEA member exhibits in your
schools and classrooms. We’re
very focused on this, and we’re
going to be working harder than
ever to meet those goals.
PSEA members certainly
benefit from being members of
your local and state associations.
But your families do, too – particularly
when it comes to the salaries you bring
home and the benefits you can offer to
your loved ones.
So, as bargaining season begins
again, know that your local leaders,
your state officers, and your staff have
your back – and that we’re all going to

Striving for Fair Starting Salaries

be supporting you at the bargaining
table to get you what you deserve.
Email Jim Vaughan:
jvaughan@psea.org

Less than $41,455
$41,456 - $44,315
$44,316 - $46,373
$46,374 - $52,111
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